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Abstract. Up to the present day much effort has been made to publish
government data on the Web. However, such data has been published in
different formats. For any particular source and use (e.g. exploration, visualization, integration) of such information specific applications have to
be written. This limits the overall usability of the information provided
and makes it difficult to access information resources. These limitations
can be overridden, if the information will be provided using a homogeneous data and access model complying with the Linked Data principles.
In this paper we showcase how raw Open Government Data (OGD) from
heterogeneous sources can be processed, converted, published and used
on the Web of Linked Data. In particular we demonstrate our experience
in processing of OGD on two use cases: the Digital Agenda Scoreboard
and the Financial Transparency System of the European Commission.
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Introduction

Up to the present day much effort has been made to publish government data
on the Web. However, such data has been published in different formats. For
any particular source and use (e.g. exploration, visualization, integration) of
such information specific applications have to be written. This limits the overall
usability of the information provided and makes it difficult to access information
resources.
In the article ”Government Data and the Invisible Hand” [16] the authors discuss interfaces provided by US government websites. One of the web resources
mentioned in the article – regulations.gov contains information on the development of federal regulations and other related documents issued by the US
government. This critical information for US citizens can be accessed through a
set of interfaces: an internal search engine, RSS feeds as well as files in HTML
or PDF format. Here, all the provided interfaces are not machine-readable. In
the end a user obtains the raw text document, that she can read, but not her
computer. Thus, related information about regulations of the economic sector
published in the year 2001 with fluctuations of the gross domestic product during
this and subsequent years, for instance, is hardly possible. Similar problems occur in any other scenario, that requires integrating several information sources.
However, (semi-)automatic integration and visualization is possible if the data
is available adhering to the RDF model (i.e. converted to Linked Data).

The benefits of exposing government information as Linked Data [3] can be
generalized into two categories: (a) universal access for the different information
sources (i.e. access via a SPARQL endpoint) – enables to use existing visualization, analysis and information mining techniques; (b) enrichment and integration
of information (i.e. interlinking datasets with existing tools like LIMES [15]) –
makes it possible, for instance, to analyze information from new viewpoints.
In this paper we showcase how raw Open Government Data (OGD) from
heterogeneous sources can be processed, converted, published and used on the
Web of Linked Data. The contributions of our work are in particular:
– We outline well-known steps for publishing Linked Open Government Data
(LOGD) [17] on the Web on Linked Data (section 2) and supplement it
with an extensible visualization framework, that enables new applications
for existing LOGD (section 3).
– We showcase how the whole transformation-exploitation workflow can be
used in two case studies: the Digital Agenda Scoreboard and the Financial
Transparency System of the European Commission (section 4).
We provide an overview on related work in the areas of LOGD publishing
approaches and principles of eGovernment in section 5 and conclude with an
outlook on future work in section 6.
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Linked Open Government Data Publishing

In order to exploit the benefits of Open Government Data, governments all
around the globe started to create and maintain the OGD dataset catalogs. For
instance, the US government publishes dataset information on the data.gov web
portal. To maximize the benefits, the datasets from such portals have to be
processed and transformed to LOGD.
We adopt the lifecycle of OGD from [17]. In essence, constituents of the OGD
lifecycle are:
1. Collecting and cleansing. We collect the government data from heterogeneous
resources and clean it from noise and duplicates. The result of this step is
the data ready for analysis and conversion.
2. Modeling and converting. The domain vocabulary for cleaned data is modeled
and the data is converted to RDF documents using the developed vocabulary.
RDF documents are already comply with the Linked Data access model.
However, the next steps are a prerequisite for the successful utilization of
the obtained information.
3. Publishing and licensing. RDF documents are published as dataset dumps,
individual resource descriptions or in an RDF triple store. Licensing information should be provided together with the published dataset.
4. Interlinking. We interlink published dataset with other datasets over the
Web of Linked Data. Interlinking raises the value of the dataset and enables
new viewpoints on the information contained in a dataset.

5. Disseminating. The dataset is advertised in relevant dataset catalogs and
stakeholder communities.
6. Exploiting. The result of this step is a set of applications and visualizations
of the dataset information.
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Vision: an Ecosystem of LOD Visualizations

Open Government Data provides added value for the stakeholders (i.e. citizens,
journalists, policy makers, researchers etc.) if they can browse and explore the
data and thus gain new knowledge and insights. This is one of the currently most
crucial and challenging aspects for LOGD. In this section we describe our vision
of an ecosystem of LOD visualizations, which targets this issue by providing
generic visualization possibilities.
The ecosystem will comprise generic and domain specific visualization tools
(e.g. for spatial and statistical data) based on HTML, CSS and JavaScript which
can accept and handle output from the Linked Data API and generic web APIs.
For example, such visualizations can include map views of spatial information
(e.g. for WMS/WFS endpoints, geocoded data) as well as common graphs and
charts for statistical information (e.g. statistical data in the DataCube RDF
vocabulary as well as CSV time series data).
Such a visualization and exploration strategy is based on an analysis of the
datasets hosted on the Web of Linked Data. According to the structure of the
data (i.e. the vocabularies used) different visualization and exploration widgets
can be automatically launched, configured and offered to the user for exploration.
Compared to prior information visualization strategies, we have a unique
opportunity on the Data Web. The unified RDF data model being prevalent
on the Data Web enables us to bind data to visualizations in an unforeseen
and dynamic way. An information visualization technique requires certain data
structures to be present. When we can derive and generate these data structures
automatically from reused vocabularies or semantic representations, we are able
to realize a largely automatic visualization workflow. Ultimately, we aim to realize an ecosystem of LOGD and visualizations, which can be bound together in a
dynamic and unforeseen way. This will enable users to explore LOGD datasets
even if the publisher of the data does not provide any exploration or visualization
means.
Our envisioned architecture, depicted in Figure 1, is composed of three layers. It resembles a classical three-tier architecture, however at Web scale. We
argue that this will lead to an infrastructure of reusable components, eventually
lowering development times of LOGD, and thereby providing added value to end
users more quickly. Its components are:
– At the base there is the LOD cloud which fuels the other tiers with data. The
three main data access methods are downloads, Linked Data and SPARQL.
The latter is usually preferred by application developers, as complex queries
can be posed directly. In the case of dataset downloads one usually has to
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Fig. 1. Vision: an Ecosystem of LOD Visualizations.

load them into a local RDF store, or in the case of Linked Data a dataset
first has to be created by crawling.
– The Choreography layer is formed by a set of services that are capable of
suggesting suitable visualizations for a given dataset. In general, such suggestions could be presented in both human and machine readable formats,
such as HTML and RDF. The content may include several pointers, such as
to: project pages of visualization software, visualization APIs, dynamically
or precomputed images, and (preconfigured) links to visualization services
(e.g. GoogleMaps API). Thereby these choreography services may base their
choice on meta data services, such often provided by data set inventories
(e.g. the data hub) or generic LOD2 analysis services (e.g. lodstats [7]).
– The LOD exploration layer consists of the tools and services capable of visualizing LOD data. Ideally, these services should offer flexible configuration
parameters, so that the choreography services can interface with them by
creating configurations dynamically.
In the following we describe two of our own development efforts that contribute to this vision, and which are aimed at enabling users to explore governmental data.
CubeViz: statistical visualization application. CubeViz is a facetted browser and
visualization tool for statistical RDF data. CubeViz is applicable for browsing
and visualizing datasets utilizing the RDF Data Cube vocabulary [6]. The Data
Cube vocabulary is the state-of-the-art in representing statistical data in RDF.
It is compatible with SDMX3 and increasingly being adopted.
3
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Fig. 2. Screenshots of CubeViz(1.) and SemMap(2.)

CubeViz can be virtually divided into two layers: (a) the back-end interacts
with the datasets directly via SPARQL queries and forwards query results in the
JSON format to (b) the front-end, which processes the JSON data and display
it as elements of the facetted browsing cmponent or as a chart. The CubeViz
back-end takes advantage of the OntoWiki [9] framework by using its API for
interactions with datasets. The CubeViz front-end - facetted browser and chart
visualization components - is written in JavaScript and CSS.
An exemplarily selected output of CubeViz visualizing the Digital Agenda
Scoreboard dataset is depicted on Figure 2.
SemMap: Visualizing geo-related data. SemMap4 , depicted in Figure 2, is a
facetted browser for spatial RDF data. Its key features are to enable users to
view, navigate and filter indirectly geo-related data in flexible way on a map.
SemMap is written almost entirely in JavaScript and runs in browsers from
where it directly interacts with SPARQL endpoints. This means, that virtually
any spatial data set in the LOD cloud for which there exists a SPARQL endpoint
can be visualized. Thereby our development efforts aim on the one hand at
making the system capable of incorporating the re-use of vocabularies, by means
of automatic configuration for displaying markers or polygons on a map. At the
moment SemMap support the WGS845 and the LinkedGeoData6 vocabulary. On
the other hand the goal is to make it easy to add support for new or alternative
behaviour via plugins.
4
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Case Studies

In this section we sketch two use cases that operate with OGD in the Linked Data
Web to showcase the applicability of the publishing approach (see section 2).
On the one hand we present the Digital Agenda Scoreboard of the European
Commission in subsection 4.1 which was published in 2011 visualizing statistics
about European countries from different sources. On the other hand we give an
overview about the RDF representation and its visualizations of the Financial
Transparency System of the European Commission in subsection 4.2
4.1

Digital Agenda Scoreboard

As an outcome of requirements from Digital Agenda for Europe (DAE) to publish an annual scoreboard for monitoring and benchmarking main developments
of information society in European countries, the Digital Agenda Scoreboard of
the European Commission (DAS) [14] was developed. The Directorate Generale
(DG) Information Society 7 collected statistical data from different sources, such
as Eurostats8 , and combined them into one dataset represented as a spreadsheet.
This dataset was converted and stored in a relational database containing the
tables (a) indicators, (b) sources, (c) observations. To support the requirements
(monitoring and benchmarking) the following four different scenarios were defined:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Compare countries by means of one selected indicator and year
Evolution of an indicator over time
Comparison of two selected indicators regarding a specific year
Country profile containing all indicators for a selected country and year

In preparation for the visualization, necessary data items are queried by using
SQL, converted to JSON and sent to the client web interface where they are
presented in specific chart types (such as bar chart, spline chart and scatter
plot). With regard to the specific scenario, users are able to filter the data with
respective filter widgets, such as country, year and indicator selectors as depicted
in Figure 3.
In addition to the DAS HTML/JS output of filtered observations, users are
able to download them as raw data files represented as CSV or RDF, which enables re-usage with other tools such as CubeViz mentioned in section 3. Besides
that, the whole dataset is published using an OntoWiki-SPARQL endpoint9 and
is provided for download in different formats10 . The representation of the DAS
data model as RDF was created by using the RDF vocabulary DataCube 11 ,
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Fig. 3. Scoreboard visualization of scenario one.

which is made especially for representing statistics containing multiple dimensions. The resulting DAS-DataCube contained three component properties of
type qb:DimensionProperty representing the country, the year and the indicator context relation of observations. The fourth component property of type
qb:MeasureProperty is used to encode the measurement of each observation.
As part of the publishing process of the RDF model, meta data about the
model were added, such as the list of responsibilities, versioning and licensing
information (in this case CC-BY-3.012 ). We further enriched the dataset with
spatial and temporal information (countries and years) by interlinking with resources from the Linked Data Web, such as DBpedia [2] and a Eurostats snapshot, using SILK [18]. To conclude the publishing process, the dataset was disseminated over different channels such as the creation of a CKAN entry13 .
12
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4.2

Financial Transparency of European Commission

The Financial Transparency System (FTS) of the European Commission14 contains information about commitments granted and supported by the European
Commission (EC) of the last years since 2007. The official datasets are published
as the formats CSV, XML and XLS at the EC website. Additionally, for the XML
format there exists a publicly available XML schema definition (XSD). In the
following we sketch the creation of RDF version of the FTS dataset according
to outline given in section 2. A more thorough analysis of the dataset is given
in [13].
The XML essentially makes use of two complex types (i.e. elements that
are composed of other elements rather than primitive values), namely Commitment, and Beneficiary, whereas the latter are always children of the former. The
commitment element represents information about a monetary amount granted
to one or more beneficiaries. This information includes several fields, among
them the position key, which is a unique id, the (total) amount, the year, and
the responsible department. Beneficiaries may be organizations, governments and
private persons. Their data consists of the address, the share they received from
the total amount and the co-financing rate. The granularity of the address may
vary (e.g. city level vs street address) and there are a few cases where the detail
amount is not given.
Most OWL properties were derived from the XML element names by first
converting them to lower camel case and then prefixing them with ftso: 15 . One
of the exceptions is e.g. amount which we renamed to totalSum in order to establish backward compatibility with an early version of the rdfized FTS dataset.
The difficult part in the transformation process is to define the ranges of the
properties: We are left with the choice of whether to convert the primitive values in the XML to RDF literals or to resources. In the latter case, the resource
would become an instance of an OWL class with the name of the property written in upper camel case, and the original value would become a label of that
resource. For example, in our RDF, a commitment’s budget line is modelled as a
resource of type ftso:BudgetLine, which is referened by the commitment via the
ftso:budgetLine property. An excerpt of the vocabulary is depicted in Figure 4.
For converting the dataset to RDF we developed a Java program. This choice
is motivated by two reasons: On the one hand, there exists the maven-jaxb2plugin 16 which automatically creates Java classes from XSD files. On the other
hand, Jena17 is a powerful RDF library, which provides interfaces and classes for
manipulating sets of triples and serializing them in all conventional formats. The
actual conversion work therefore only consisted of looping through the commitments and their beneficiaries and emitting the corresponding triples. Of course,
approaches based on other technologies and frameworks, such as XSLT (kregx14
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Fig. 4. Overview of the Financial Transparency System vocabulary.

tor18 ) or for instance Scala19 may work equally well, as one of the greatest time
determining factors in this process is the experience of the developers and their
confidence with the available tools. Interlinking was performed between the cities
mentioned in the beneficiaries’ addresses and the cities in LinkedGeoData.
Following our vision of establishing a choreography layer, the resulting dataset
was registered at the datahub 20 . The geo-links were published as a separate
dataset (see TheDataHub entry). The reason for this is, that the DirectorateGeneral for Budget 21 is responsible for the quality assurance of the their data,
whereas we maintain the geo-links. Also, since we relied on automatic geocoding
with Nominatim22 and Google Maps API23 , some links may be of low quality
or even wrong.
These two datasets together now enable users to browse the data on a map.
Figure 5 depicts SemMap showing information about one of the more than 3000
commitments related to beneficiaries located in Luxembourg. Note that commitments themselves are not geo-tagged, however they are related to beneficiaries
whose addresses were geocoded.
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Related Work

Related work can be divided in the two categories: conceptual guidelines for
publishing LOGD and technical approaches for managing the lifecycle of OGD.
Conceptual guidelines are related to eGovernment design issues. The most
important document in this group is ”Putting Government Data Online” [4].
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Fig. 5. SemMap showing details about a subvention with at least one its beneficiaries
located in Luxembourg.

Also, the W3C eGovernment Interest Group 24 describes principles behind publishing Open Goverment Data [1]. [10] looks from a theoretical viewpoint on the
aspects of LOGD publishing. It considers all the steps from data acquisition to
publishing, licensing and dissemination.
Technical approaches propose a particular framework for the LOGD publishing. In [5] authors evaluate a framework for collecting, cleaning and converting
data to RDF. The publication step is mentioned, but not described in the detail. The main idea of the paper is that the process of collecting, cleaning and
converting should be delegated to the consumer, thus making it a self-service
approach. The idea of self-service approach is refined and extended in [12]. However, the self-service approach does not highlight the exploitation step. In [8] the
authors show how to build a LOGD portal, ”where stakeholders of different sizes
and roles find, manage, archive, publish, reuse, integrate, mash-up, and consume
open government data in connection with online tools, services and societies.”
It includes all necessary stages for LOGD publishing. However, extensibility of
the exploitation layer is limited since developers can only apply existing visualizations for the LOGD. In [11] the authors provide a classification scheme for
OGD, that includes a technological approach for making data available on the
Web and an organizational approach for data provision. The technological approach is aimed at the development of government portals in the first place and
does not take in account already existing and maintained information resources.

24
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we showed how LOGD publication process can be applied to the
raw OGD on two examples: Digital Agenda Scoreboard and Financial Transparency System of European Commission datasets. Up to now, there is no general approach for LOD dataset visualization. We outlined a possible architecture
featuring a choreography layer in order to mediate between LOD datasets and
the visualization ecosystem and demonstrated its applicability with two case
studies. Additionally, we highlighted the current deficiency of the exploitation
step of the LOGD lifecycle.
Despite the fact that publishing pipelines already exist, LOGD as a part
of the LOD cloud is still in its infancy. To advance the progress in developing
Linked Open Government Data, the pipelines as well as the applications require
tighter integration to facilitate their use in everyday practice. Therefore, in the
future we plan to create services that tie together existing dataset catalogs with
visualizations, such as CubeViz and SemMap, in order to realize the visualization
ecosystem.
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